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Constructal Design of an
Entropic Wall With Circulating
Water Inside
An entropic wall with circulating water inside could be a solution for acclimatizing a
new building with high-energy efficiency and high levels of internal comfort. If circulating water is thermally stabilized by exchanging in the ground such has it happens in geothermal plants, a thermal shield could be realized keeping walls in comfort conditions
and minimizing energy needs for further temperature regulations. This paper presents
optimization guidelines of such a wall with the objective of maximizing the performances
of the wall for reaching optimal internal wellness conditions. Optimization has been realized by a constructal law based method, which has been personalized by a step-by-step
process and has been named constructal design for efficiency (CDE). The optimization of
the system has been produced at different levels. It starts from a preliminary analysis at
system levels, which allow defining the best objectives that could be reached. After this
preliminary process, the system has been divided into modules, and the critical ones
which have higher influence on the performances of the system have been evaluated. This
analysis has been coupled also with an industrial analysis with the goal of defining an
effective layout, which could be also manufactured with acceptable costs. The result has
produced a final solution with a very good compromise between energetic performances
and minimization of costs at industrial level. The results open interesting perspectives for
the constructal law to become the core of an effective methodology of an industrial design
which can couple perfectly with the modular approach which is currently the major part
of industrial companies. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4033346]
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Introduction
Low Entropy Structured Panel (LESP) Concept. The LESP
wall concept has been defined by Dumas and coworkers [1]. It is a
wall with an internal thermal cut, in which water flows and has been
thermally stabilized exchanging heat in the soil, such as in a geothermal plant. The water, which circulates inside the LESP system,
creates a thermal barrier with evident benefits on the building.
(1) It uses a low-temperature renewable energy source (the
ground below the building).
(2) It reduces the heat exchange through the wall both in
summer and winter conditions.
(3) It increases wellness conditions reducing the radiative components of discomfort.
If correctly dimensioned, it could be possible to reduce consistently the thermal flux, which is dispersed by the internal part of
the building and to maintain almost constant the thermohygrometric levels of wellness within the building, regardless of external
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weather conditions, with or without reduced need of energy supply from fossil fuels, and achieving objectives which are far more
ambitious than those associated with the passive house concept. In
most cases, it does not need any energetic source except the necessary pumping system for the water. The proposed solution has
been studied both using traditional concrete structures [2] and for
the adoption in container housing [3,4]. How LESP works is presented in Fig. 1. In particular, Dumas et al. [4] produced a preliminary industrial grade configuration of the wall and the container
house. Figure 1 shows a general schema of the LESP system,
Fig. 2 presents the thermal exchange schema, and Fig. 3 shows
the thermal behavior of the wall during winter and summer.
Figure 1 presents the schema of the LESP plant. The following
components can be identified:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

wall of a building
internal coil for the dynamic insulation of the wall
return pipe
geothermal heat exchanger
discharge pipe
circulation pump

The design activity requires a compromise between structural
and heat transfer properties. Precedent evaluations have defined a
preliminary architecture [3,4] by the simultaneous use of a
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Fig. 3

Seasonal behavior of the proposed wall

the possibility of successfully introducing into an expanded polyurethane foam wall. In this case, a more effective piping system
can be introduced into the wall, combining both structural and
heat exchange properties.
Fig. 1 LESP-based building and plant schema

Optimization Method. Constructal theory [5] is a logical
model to approach the description of natural phenomena and the
optimization of engineering, logistic, and management problems
with a hierarchical approach. It is based on the constructal principle enunciated by Adrian Bejan in 1996 [6]: “for a finite-size open
system to persist in time (to survive) it must evolve in such a way
that it provides easier and easier access to the currents that flow
through it.”
Bejan and coworkers have defined a logical flow path constructed by a sequence of blocks from elementary units to a large
system [7–9]. In those papers, the flow path has been described as
a sequence of steps that starts with the smallest building block
(elemental block) and continued in time with larger building
blocks (assemblies or constructs). The subsystem with the highest
internal resistivity (slow flow, diffusions, walking, and high cost)
was placed at the elemental block level, filling completely the
lowest levels. Elements with successively lower resistivity have
been placed in the larger constructs, where they were used to connect the flow between elemental parts of the system. The geometry of each building block has been optimized using this network
approach for its own specific approach.
This uses a new design approach, which is still under definition,
and has been defined CDE. It has been defined by Trancossi and
coworkers [10,11] for the optimization of airships with energy
self-sufficiency. It aims at producing a theoretical design method
based on a precise set of specific mission objectives [12,13] and
based on the constructal law. This method has been defined CDE.
It is structured in four different stages:

Fig. 2 LESP wall schematic concept

metallic laminate and an element for water circulation created by
radiant plasterboard panels. Even if this solution works excellently, it still presents too high costs for materials and manufacturing, which generates a market price that is not acceptable for the
market. On the other side, any increase and a further optimization
in terms of thermal distribution is possible by a more accurate
optimization.
A better and more stable system can be realized by assuming
both a different distribution schema and different architecture of
the system, which is expected to have lower costs of fabrication.
Some technological considerations about the necessary reduction of costs to ensure an effective system feasibility have defined
082801-2 / Vol. 138, AUGUST 2016

(1) a preliminary top-down design process (evaluation of the
system in its global relations with external environment) to
define a preliminary layout for the specified goals of the
design process
(2) the constructal optimization of the elemental components
of the system which aims to maximize the system
performances
(3) definition of possible alternative configurations and comparison, if they exist, to identify the better solution for the
predefined goals
(4) analysis against existing technologies allows defining final
design against technology readiness levels of the possible
components
The method has been applied to the study of the complex thermofluidodynamic of an entropic wall with interior circulating
water based on the LESP concept. Objectives relate to both optimization of the performances of a physical system and definition
of a solution, which can be industrialized, taking into account also
a set of objectives that takes into account also manufacturingTransactions of the ASME
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related and cost-related objectives in order to demonstrate the possibility of introduction into the market.
The design of a new industrial product requires the demonstration of its performances and its economic potential. It means that
a new product has to satisfy multiple conditions [14–18]:
(1) Increase of technical performances: They require understanding level of innovation, which is generated by the
innovation, with respect to the actual offer.
(2) Reduction of prices and costs of utilization for the customers: Their evaluation is necessary to verify if the proposed
innovation could be acceptable for the customers.
(3) Industrial costs and economic performances: It is necessary
to understand if production and installation costs are acceptable in relation to the market and of how they ensure a
future perspective vision for the company.
(4) Minimization of LCA impacts: Reduction of the environmental imprint of the product design with an accurate evaluation of production, operative life, and end of life
environmental impacts.
Figure 4 presents a schema of this evaluation process, which
must necessarily take into account all the dimensions of the necessary optimization process that is required at industrial level to verify the effective feasibility of an industrial product and of its
possible market introduction. The expected result of this optimization process is the correct definition of a product, which can be
easily industrialized.
Discussion About the Adopted Method. Constructal theory is
controversial inside the scientific community. A multiobjective
optimization is produced according to constructal law and laws of
thermodynamic. Constructal law can explain many natural phenomena and their evolution [19–30].
At industrial design level, it could ensure an effective planning
of both the development directions and increase of performance
of a system over time. It then allows defining a design that can
evolve over time increasing its own performance by successive
steps. Focusing on this important goal, the authors have started an
analysis process by solving possible problems keeping in mind a
potential industrial perspective and by analyzing cases with different complexities.
Milestone reference about the specific problem has been produced by Bejan’s analysis of T-shaped fins [31] and Zanfirescu
[32], who have studied and optimized a tree-shaped cooling plate
for an ice-skating plant. Ding and Yamazaki [33] evolved this
research direction by approaching constructal design of cooling
channel in heat transfer system by utilizing optimality of branch
systems in nature. Zimparov et al. [34] defined an effective guideline for the optimization of tree-shaped flow geometries with constant channel wall temperature.

Rocha et al. [35] approached the geometric optimization of
shapes of heat exchange systems based on constructal theory.
Moreno and Tao [36] studied thermal and flow performance of a
microconvective heat sinks with three-dimensional constructal
channel configuration leading to a robust modeling of heat sinks.
Even if specifically relating to the design of finned modules,
Zhang and Liu [37] defined the guidelines for an optimum geometric arrangement of vertical rectangular fin arrays in natural
convection. Lorenzini and Moretti [38] proposed an important
model of heat exchanging finned modules with air in forced convection and laminar flow condition. Otherwise, different conditions have been considered, Lorenzini’s activity has a large
methodological importance on this research. Lorenzini and Moretti [39] also produced a robust constructal theory based analysis
of gas–liquid cooled finned modules.
Hajmohammadi et al. [40] improved forced convection model
by considering the attachment of heat sources to a conducting
thick plate. This work will be the key reference for the future
activities, which relates to coupling the LESP concept with a photovoltaic electric production. Hajmohammadi et al. [41] also produced a conjugate analysis of the effects of a thick plate on the
excess temperature of iso-heat flux heat sources cooled by laminar
forced convection flow. The analysis of cavities and their modeling have also a fundamental importance on this research activity.
In this field, it is necessary to cite the fundamental study by Rocha
et al. [42], which is the base for research activities in this field.
Hajmohammadi et al. [43] reconsidered the constructal design of
cavities and introduced for the first time manufacturing-related
considerations, which have a particular importance for the present
research, which aims to produce not the best-ever theoretical solution to a physical problem, but introduces the exigency of designing an industrial product which could be realized and introduced
into the market. Lorenzini et al. [44] considered constructal design
of convective Y-shaped cavities by means of genetic algorithms.
Lorenzini et al. [45] also studied the constructal design of convective cavities inserted into a cylindrical solid body for cooling
processes.
Guidelines of Design and Optimization Process. The preliminary proposed LESP wall structure, which has been studied [1–5],
presents adequate performances [5] but presents industrial problems both related to the costs for materials and for manufacturing.
Such problems relate to the costs of the system and of manufacturing processes introducing a potential showstopper for system industrialization. It is then necessary to define a simpler and costless
system architecture, which allows a large reduction of industrial
costs and provided market prices. Both plasterboard panels and interior metallic laminates must be eliminated. A possible solution
for reduced costs of manufacturing relates to the adoption of a
biopolyurethane wall together with a metallic piping system for

Fig. 4 Schema of the necessary multiobjective and multidisciplinary optimization process,
which is performed at industrial level
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water circulation, which guarantees both the thermal shield function and the structural function giving the resulting system an
adequate resistance. This architecture of the wall allows to create
the piping inside the polyurethane foam and to define a simple
system with lower manufacturing costs. The model for this activity has been defined according to Zamfirescu and Bejan, [32],
Ding and Yamazaki [33], and Miguel [46]. The goals of the present research activity are then focused on the design of an industrial ready product, which could meet the need of increasing the
wellness conditions inside the building. The optimization process
will be produced by coupling traditional constructal optimization
with the CDE method procedure [11–14].
In particular, the following set of goals is considered:
(1) Industrial goals: They relate to a fundamental simplification
of the industrial process, which leads to the manufacturing
of a novel less expensive and more effective version of the
proposed wall concept.
(2) Energetic goals: They relate to the definition of a wall system, which has the same energy energetic performance of
the preliminary design.
(3) Customer needs:
 esthetic value
 internal wellness conditions
 reduced costs of internal acclimatization

Conceptual Definition of the LESP Wall
LESP Wall Layout. The preliminary schema of the wall is
represented in Fig. 5, which shows the novel architecture created
by vertical tubes connected by two collectors: one in the upper
part of the wall, which distributes the water to the vertical pipes,
and one in the lower, which collects the water by the pipes.
Figure 5 allows also the identification of the elemental structure
that constitutes the constructal. In some cases, an external metallic
shield can be joined to the pipes connecting them to create an
effective thermal shield with much increased thermal uniformity
of the system. This possibility even if interesting causes an increment in terms of costs because of two main reasons:
 reduction of the industrial costs and the weight of the wall
 simplification of the industrial process for realizing the
walls
It can be noticed that the piping system without any laminated
foil can be placed directly into the envelope, in which the polyurethane foam expands. It has also preferred the vertical pipes architecture because it has an enhanced structural efficiency if

Fig. 6 LESP wall schema

compared to the serpentine architecture used in the previous versions of the system [1–4].
The results of the technologic preventive analysis focused on a
precise point: the internal metallic pipes can ensure both the water
circulation and produce a fundamental structural contribution to
the wall.
This architecture allows considering the wall almost twodimensional such as in Fig. 6. The cross section is almost
two-dimensional as in the example shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Setup of the Optimization Process. The optimization process
aims to reach four different technical objectives:
(1) definition of the optimal thickness of the wall
(2) identification of the optimal positioning of the thermal
shield by vertical pipes inside the wall
(3) determination of the distance between vertical pipes to
ensure best uniformity of the thermal shield
(4) minimization of the thermal exchange between the interior
environment and the thermal shield realized by circulating
water
Moreover, to verify two main industrial necessary conditions:
(1) easy and low-cost manufacturability, including limited
LCA impacts
(2) price of the LESP wall and its installation that could allow
an effective market introduction
The boundary conditions of the problem can be reduced to the
following formulations:
(1) wellness internal conditions (PPM about zero)
(2) internal and external reference temperatures by Italian and
EU standards for the north of Italy [46,47]:
 internal reference temperature: Summer 26  C and winter
22  C
 external reference temperature: Summer 35  C and winter 5  C

Fig. 5 Schema of the wall with identification of the elemental
volume
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Assuming a location in northern Italy according to schema provided in Fig. 2, the average barrier temperature can be assumed
equal to the ground water temperature and it has been evaluated
about 13.5  C (during winter) and 15  C (during summer).
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 1 Properties of materials
q
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

K

a

c

(kg/m )

(W/m K)

(W/K)

(J/kg K)

2300
40
900

1
0.022
0.21

3

Material
External adduction
Clays external finishing
Polyurethane
Internal finishing
Internal adduction
Steel piping

Table 3 Wellness conditions goals
Parameter

Objectives

PMV
PPD

0.0
5.0

25
1000
1600
1000
7.7
8000

17

500

Materials assumed have been reported in Table 1 according to
Norton and Christensen [47] and Feist [48].
It can be then assumed that the circulating fluid is an ethylene
glycol based water solution. In Table 2, it has been reported the
thermodynamic properties of this kind of solutions with different
concentrations according to the manual by The Dow Chemical
Company [49].
To avoid possible icing problems during winter, a solution with
at least 40% ethylene glycol can be used. A solution with 50% of
ethylene glycol has been assumed.
In conclusion, it can be affirmed without any doubt that the
objective of the present optimization is related to the design of the
industrial product (lightweight polyurethane LESP wall) according to a less expansive architecture than the originally produced
design, in order to reach two fundamental goals: excellence in
thermal insulation and customer wellness conditions. These technical objectives must be necessarily coupled with an analysis and
verification of the feasibility and the preliminary design of a lowcost solution, which is a necessary element for any further development of the project.
Internal Wellness Conditions. Internal wellness conditions
can be calculated by the evaluation of the internal wellness parameters. Fanger [50] and ASHRAE [51,52] have defined a thermal
sensation scale by using predicted mean vote (PMV) index. It
allows assessing thermal comfort in an occupied zone based on
different physical conditions. PMV values range from 3 (cold)
to þ3 (hot). It can be calculated by the following equation:
PMV ¼ ð0:303  e0:036M þ 0:028Þ  ðH  LÞ

(1)

where H is the internal heat production rate of an occupant per
unit area (W/m), L represents the energy loss from body (W/m),
and M is the metabolic rate per unit area (W/m2).
The other fundamental wellness parameter is predicted percentage dissatisfied (PPD) index, which considers that at least 5% of
Table 2

Table 4 A possible set of parameters that allows reaching the
wellness conditions
Parameter

Input

Clothing (clo)
Air temp. ( C)
Mean radiant temp. ( C)
Activity (met)
Air speed (m/s)
Relative humidity (%)

1
22
21
1.2
0.1
50

people in a group will be dissatisfied with the thermal climate—
even with PMV ¼ 0. PPD is calculated by the following
expression:
PPD ¼ 100  95  eð0:03353PMV

4

0:2179PMV2 Þ

(2)

The main objective relates to adequate comfort conditions inside
the building that is described by Indraganti and Daryani Rao [53]
and reported in Table 3. The parameters reported in Table 3 have
been imposed during winter. A possible combination of the parameters, which allows reaching the above goals, is presented in
Table 4.

Preliminary Top-Down System Model
The classification of the final building in the passive house class
requires that the thermal dispersions of the system must be very
low also in comparison with the most energetically efficient walls,
which could be realized today (a thermal dispersion of 1.2 W/m2
has assumed). It is also necessary that even if no metallic laminate
is used, it is necessary to have a good degree of thermal uniformity of the wall.
A preliminary 2D model of the wall can be produced by assuming that the interior barrier has uniform temperature. The model
for calculation has been represented in Fig. 4 and is based on a 2D
simplification of the elemental structure. In winter conditions, the
system is heated by a constant heat flux q_ in . It is equal to the average heat flux dispersed from the interior q_ out to the external environment. In the summer, the thermal fluxes are inverted. A

Specific heat capacity of ethylene glycol based water solutions
Specific heat, cp (J/kg K)
Ethylene glycol solution (% by volume)



Temp. ( C)
40
17.8
4.4
26.7
48.9
71.1
93.3
115.6
137.8
a

25

30

a

a

a

a

40
a

50
a

60

65
2943.32
2930.76
3018.68
3110.79
3202.9
3290.82
3378.75
3466.67

3265.7
3328.51
3412.24
3483.42
3558.78
3621.58

2847.02
3027.06
3131.73
3215.46
3299.2
3391.31
3475.04

3822.55
3856.04
3906.28
3935.59
3990.02

3726.25
3776.49
3830.92
3872.79
3918.84

3475.04
3537.85
3600.65
3663.45
3726.25
3789.05

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

100
a

2260.87
2352.98
2470.21
2562.32
2679.55
2763.29
2884.71
2972.63

Below point of solidification.
Boiling risk conditions.

b
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constant mass flow of water m_ at uniform inlet temperature equal
to the groundwater temperature in the considered location stabilizes the temperature inside the wall. By this analysis, it is
expected to obtain an effective optimal positioning of the barrier
inside the wall section.
Elemental model can be described as a composite wall. Thermal resistances
DT
(3)
R¼
q_
are added, such as electrical resistances (R ¼ V/I) in series R ¼ Ri
Ri. Heat flows across planar layers of thickness si and conductivity
ki and the thermal resistance is
Rj ¼

Xs
1
1
i
þ
þ
hin
ki hout
i

(4)

Fig. 8 Heat fluxes from exterior temperature to thermal barrier
and from interior temperature to barrier (summer case)

Assuming Eqs. (3) and (4), the system can be modeled by the following final model:
q_ in;b ¼

DTin;b
;
Rin

q_ b;out ¼

DTb;out
Rout

q_ in;b þ q_ b ¼ q_ b;out

(5)
(6)

The main problem of system modeling relates to the positioning
of the thermal barrier. It is possible to evaluate summer and winter
heat exchanges for different internal and external walls assuming
that the reference conditions are defined. The graphs have been
plotted in Figs. 7 and 8 together with interpolating functions.
The data series in Figs. 7 and 8 have been calculated by Z88
finite elements open source code and verified by ACCASOFT TERMUS-G
(a freeware code for thermal characterization of building structures which has been certified according to Italian standards
[47,54]). It can be also analyzed the percent energy gain with an
LESP wall and a corresponding thickness traditional wall
exchanging with the exterior environment (Fig. 9). The obtained
functions have a fundamental importance for the transversal positioning of the heat barrier by circulating water inside the wall. An
effective optimization of the system for the specific design can be
performed assuming the water temperature equal to the groundwater temperature. The specific optimization has been then realized in winter conditions.
The optimization of the system can be performed initially with
the aim of placing an effective uniform temperature barrier in the
wall. The heat flux from the barrier to the exterior environment
can be easily evaluated and is plotted in Fig. 10. The energetic
evaluation has preliminary assumed for square mater of wall. The
amount of heat transferred to circulating fluid can be expressed by
q_ ¼ m_ water  cp  DT

Fig. 9 Difference of heat dissipation (%) between traditional
wall and LESP wall (winter)

(6)
Fig. 10 Heat dispersed from the barrier to the external environment for different wall thicknesses

Equation (6) allows calculating the mass flow of ethylene glycol
based water solution. Assuming any desired internal heat dispersion value, the optimization of the wall can be performed. For
example, assuming that heat dispersion in winter conditions is
about 1.2 W/m2, the optimal wall geometry can be calculated.
Looking at Figs. 8 and 9, an internal wall thickness of 0.2 m can
be obtained.
For this value of thickness, the average mass flux from the interior to the pipes can be calculated
q_ int ¼ 1:17 W=m2
Fig. 7 Heat fluxes from interior temperature to thermal barrier
and from interior barrier to exterior temperature (winter case)

082801-6 / Vol. 138, AUGUST 2016

Consequently, the mass flow can be evaluated as a function of
external thickness
Transactions of the ASME
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m_ water ¼

q_
cp  DT

(7)

which has been plotted in Fig. 11, assuming that the water temperature is almost constant (DT ﬃ 0.25  C).

Bottom-Up Optimization
Technological and Manufacturing Considerations. All the
necessary data for longitudinal positioning of the thermal barrier
have been calculated. It is then necessary to verify the optimized
solution for production and costs.
Two possible architectures can be adopted:
(1) an internal rack of vertical pipes
(2) an internal honeycomb panel
They have been both analyzed and preliminarily designed both
in industrial and thermal point of view. They are represented in
Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.
The productive process and the foaming setups have been analyzed, and the schematic representations have been represented in
Fig. 14.
The planar honeycomb extruded appears much simpler in terms
of both simpler industrial production process setup and avoidance
of thermal discontinuities between pipes. Another difference
regards the fact is that no junction between pipes is necessary,
avoiding times for accurate positioning and linking of tubes. The
honeycomb panel based architecture presents then clear advantages on both an economic and thermal point of view. The price
of honeycomb panels is much lower than the one of the tube rack
both in terms of material and in terms of times for the production
process.

Fig. 12 Rack of pipes transversal section

Further Technological Considerations. The rack of pipes
architecture is necessary in the case of concrete manufactured
panels, because of the very high pressures, which applies during
the manufacturing process and the necessity of realizing the adhesion conditions between cement and pipes inside the wall system.
This architecture has been already analyzed by Madonia et al. [1].
In particular, considering honeycomb-based solutions, different
possibilities and solutions can be investigated. Honeycomb panels
are produced in different materials raging from plastics such as
PET and polycarbonate to metals such as aluminum alloys and
iron. This possibility allows the design of multiple solutions
depending on specific needs.
The above considerations in terms of both manufacturability
and multiplicity of solution encourage the adoption of honeycomb
panels instead of racks of pipes solutions.
Final Heat Exchange Optimization. A market analysis allows
identifying several honeycomb panels with vertical canalizations

Fig. 11 Mass flow of water/glycol solution necessary to reach
the predefined goals

Journal of Heat Transfer

Fig. 13 Honeycomb extruded panel insertion transversal
section

Fig. 14 Foaming setup schematic representation: (a) rack of
pipes and (b) honeycomb panel
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in different. These panels present a section very similar to the one
presented in Fig. 15.
These panels present acceptable mechanical properties and
interesting thermal performance. Some can be found in both polycarbonate and aluminum. For structural exigencies, an internal
mesh of iron can be applied externally to increase the structural
properties of the wall.
A very common polycarbonate profile presents the following
dimensions: x ¼ 10 mm and xint ¼ 6 mm.
Assuming a 50% ethylene glycol based water solution, an
effective density of 1066 kg/m2 can be calculated. Area on internal channels of the honeycomb panel is 36% of panel area, which
is 0.01 and channel area is 0.0036 m2.
It can be defined a resulting heat transfer coefficient for the
whole panel. It can be analyzed by Churchill [55,56] and Lloyd
and Moran [57].
The required velocity can be calculated for different external
thickness values (Fig. 16).
It can be verified that the optimal solution requires reducing the
external thickness of the wall while elevated internal thickness of
the wall presents large benefits.
It can then optimize the liquid inlet and outlet, which can be
defined by constant velocity model. Assuming a constant velocity
u inside the system, the section of the inlet and outlet channels
can be calculated by considering
X
X
mi and m_ tot;j ¼ m_ tot 
m_ j
m_ tot ¼
i

j

the average area of each section is
P
m_ tot;j m_ tot  j m_ j
m_ tot
Ain ¼
and Aj ¼
¼
qu
qu
qu
This design method allows evaluating the friction losses and
power required by the pump can be easily calculated by Bernoulli
theorem.

Fig. 15 Honeycomb schema

Assuming 50 mm thickness on the exterior side and
DTwater ¼ 0.25  C, the pressure loss in any channel can be calculated by Colebrook-White formulation [58]. It can be then calculated the necessary pressure, which has to be granted for a panel
with 1 m length and 3 m height. It results less than 65 Pa.

Conclusions
This paper has presented a sample of application of the constructal principle based optimization focusing on the exigency of
synthesizing an innovative industrial product, which has been previously defined. It applies the constructal method by a new formulation which has been defined CDE. It is a process based on two
optimization cycles, the first one at full system level defining an
ideal solution double cycle design process. The first one at full
system level aims to define a preliminary simplified solution,
which can be used as a mean of comparison. The second, which
considers physical and technological problems and allows an
effective bottom-up optimization based on constructal method.
The objective of the second step produces, in this case, an effective technological analysis, which aims to discriminate between
general system configurations based on their industrial suitability.
The obtained configuration is then optimized in order to define a
solution that is in line with the preliminary technological choices
and allows approximating the preliminary ideal results. It has
been also obtained a general dimensioning method for such kind
of high-energy efficiency walls. Otherwise, it has been produced a
simple solution ready for an easy industrial manufacturing, which
can present, if compared to previous designs, lower costs and
lighter weights. This obtained architecture will be the basis for
further industrial development of the proposed wall with internally circulating water.
In this case, it has been verified that a solution, which allows a
very simple manufacturing process, is both industrial and heat
transfer related to maximum simplification of the manufacturing
process and optimal positioning of the thermal barrier. The mathematic relations which allow producing an effective wall based on
the LESP concept has been defined together with the design rules.
The obtained system configuration fits perfectly the preliminary
defined boundary conditions of the problem.
This result does not validate at this stage the constructal theory
as a general physics theory, but claims that constructal law
derived design results could produce adequate solutions to industrial design problems. The main advantages of this constructalbased method can be reassumed by three-key points:
(1) It fits industrially adopted modular design methods, which
have the merit of the actual increase of robustness of industrial products.
(2) It allows an effective comparison of unknown results by a
preliminary, even if simplified, ideal solution stating precisely how far the performances stated into the final configurations are from the ideal one.
(3) It allows an effective optimization of the results and allows
generating a number of different configurations that meet
the design goals or that could approximate them in an acceptable way, but also allows changing radically the solutions by means of the modification of the technological
conditions.

Nomenclature

Fig. 16 Required velocity of the ethylene glycol water solution
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A ¼ area (m2)
CDE ¼ constructal design for efficiency
H ¼ internal heat production rate of an occupant per
unit area (W/m)
H ¼ thermal convection coefficient (W/m K)
L ¼ modes of energy loss from body (W/m)
LESP ¼ low entropy structured panel
M ¼ metabolic rate per unit area (W/m2)
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PMV ¼
PPD ¼
Q¼
S¼
T¼
U¼
Z.E.T.Ha. ¼
Z.E.B.R.A. ¼

predicted mean vote index
predicted percentage dissatisfied index
heat (W)
thickness (m)
temperature (T)
thermal transmittance (kW/m2 K)
zero energy temporary habitation
zero energy consumption building totally renewable addicted
a ¼ thermal exchange (convection and radiation)
(W/m K)
k ¼ thermal conductivity (W/m K)
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